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Introduction 
Shopify is a commerce platform designed to help businesses         
sell anywhere. Shopify currently powers over 800,000       
businesses in 175 countries. With 9 Corporate offices, and         
an additional 8 Global Pods to position the workforce         
worldwide.  

Shopify focusses a large amount of its attention to         
internal culture which is to make commerce better for         
everyone.  

Our motivation is to create an environment that        
fosters productivity and innovation. The development of       
unique collaborative spaces necessitated the development of       
our corporate Maker Space.  

Development 
Equipment choices for the Maker Space are dictated by the          
following criteria. The tools must be safe to use for the           
general office population and involve relatively minor       
training. Any odor or output from the tools must be          
minimized so as to not disturb the internal operations of the           
office. Software installations on participant computers      
should be minimized with a preference on cloud based         
solutions. Finally, and most importantly, the tools should be         
fun to use, and preferably be created by a Shopify merchant.  

To further define the space we created a visual         
identity library. This iconography adorns the internal       
training calendars so people can quickly identify the        
programming. 

A website was created to provide details on        
equipment training, internal events, and general room usage.        
Paired with an internal Slack channel for day-to-day        
communications the website has also become a repository        
for finished project photos. The objective is to reduce the          
learning curve for some of the equipment and to increase its           
utilization.  

The Internal Solutions (IS) team has been involved        
to assist in creating programming for the various offices.         
Examples of some training sessions includes Beehive       
Making, Terrarium Making, Soap Making, Latte Art, 3D        

Printing Training, Laser Cutter Training, Electronics      
Training and more. The IS Team identifies cultural        
differences in each office environment and tailors the        
workshops based on the region.  

The Audio Visual (AV) Team has developed a core         
technological strategy which allows individual Maker      
Spaces to collaborate with remote locations. Details of this         
system will be addressed in the Technical Components        
section, below. By enabling workshop presenters to use AV         
capabilities found throughout the office, communications      
between Maker Spaces is familiar and reliable for all of the           
participants. This infrastructure also allows workshop      
presenters to record the session and present it for offline          
viewing to any participants that couldn’t make the session. 

The Real Estate (RE) Team is empowering the        
Maker Spaces with unique workshop spaces that integrate        
enclosed rooms, acoustic treatment, movable walls, lighting,       
and display spaces. The room footprint is a driver of          
equipment selection, and collaboration with HVAC and       
electrical installers becomes an iterative process as the room         
is developed. The relationship between the RE Team and the          
Maker Space committee is essential to developing working        
environments that suit every participant.  

Corporate Integration 
Shop Class:Sessions is a free monthly programme for        
potential and existing merchants to help keep their business         
running smoothly on the platform. A Session typically        
includes Education and Training, 1:1 Support, and       
Networking. We are working on integrating Maker Space        
capabilities in order to allow participants of Sessions to use          
the equipment to help prototype their ideas for their         
business. 

Shopify LA is a permanent space for merchants to         
develop their businesses. Amongst other features, the       
Creation Zone allows merchants to experiment with 3D        
Printers, Direct to Garment (DTG) Printers and more.  

Together the Shop Class: Sessions and Shopify LA        
serve as public facing experiences for existing and potential         



 
 

merchants to further develop their business ideas. For a         
merchant who is starting a small business, expenses such as          
a DTG printer may be excessive, and if the merchant can           
access a tool such as this in the Maker Space it may make a              
difference in their business.  

HackDays is another mechanism we use internally       
to promote innovation. The company lets employees work        
on their own projects for three days, three times a year.           
These concepts are then presented back to the company as          
HackDays learnings, and sometimes get promoted to a full         
fledged product or service. In this context the Maker Space          
exists as a prototyping space for teams that need to          
demonstrate a physical model. In the days leading up to          
HackDays the champions within each city routinely hold        
training sessions on how to use the equipment.  

Externally we’ve started reaching out to academic       
maker spaces. Every term a new cohort of interns integrates          
with our development teams. These students may have        
already experienced an academic maker space. By including        
some common features of these maker spaces with our own          
we breed familiarity with the internal environment. By        
leveraging these ties, there is potential for our Talent         
Acquisition (TA) team to better recruit potential candidates.  

Our current progress also involves outfitting the       
Industrial Design (ID) Team with a small industrial        
workshop. We are currently sourcing a CNC, Laser Cutter,         
3D Printer, Bandsaw, Drill Press, and Table Sanders to help          
develop prototypes for future product design. The process        
also involves mechanical drawings that deal with acoustics,        
air filtration, and dust collection. This space will involve         
more complex equipment that requires usage and safety        
training and will require specialized access to enter the         
room.  
 

Technical Components 
The laser cutter is a Glowforge Pro coupled with the Fumex           
FA2-E. The air filter allows use to operate the laser cutter in            
an enclosed environment without external venting. The air        
filters are replaced periodically based on usage. And the         
average sound level gets up to 80 dB SPL within a range of             
10 feet. Additional VOC and CO2 sensors are integrated         
with the HVAC systems and are monitored through a         
centralized database for all of our capital properties.  

We side with the Ultimaker 2+ / 3 / S5 due to FDM             
capabilities and the general reliability. Training for the        
printer typically involves an hour long session, and some         
rudimentary 3D modelling skills. We stock the 3D printers         
with PLA, and allow participants to bring supplemental        
materials into the space. Coupled with the 3D Printer is a           
Mayku Formbox, a vacuum forming device capable of        

taking the positive from the 3D Printer and forming a casting           
mold.  

The DTG printer, AnaJet Ricoh Ri 100, allows us to          
prototype t-shirt designs on light coloured fabric. In this         
model, the enclosed oven allows the ink to cure in a safe            
environment. Embroidery designs can be fabricated using a        
Brother SE600 which provides the capability to craft small         
designs in t-shirts or hats. Additional low-tech textile based         
crafts are available if the participant finds the equipment         
daunting.  

The electronics workshop consists of a soldering       
and rework station, power supply and oscilloscope.  
 
The AV setup for the space is configured based on the           
unique needs of the space, but a typical configuration is as           
follows. The Crestron control panel manages the display        
interface for the space. Allowing participants to switch        
between a Chromebox and an AirServer. Camera systems        
include a Marshall camera for the screen display, and a          
Panasonic Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) for room overview shots.       
The AirServer allows participants to wirelessly attach their        
computers to the presentation. The display is a 75” LG          
display. For audio we use QSC pendant loudspeakers, with         
Shure ceiling array microphone.  

In addition, some of our spaces include overflow        
teaching spaces. For the overflow spaces we include a PTZ          
camera, a display, and another AirServer. This allows        
overflow participants to view the demonstrations in the main         
Maker Space.  

Remote conference sessions are conducted through      
Google Meet and can be activated through the Crestron         
panel. The various cameras in the Maker Space can be          
selected through the device input in the Meet settings.         
Sessions can also be recorded and saved to the instructor’s          
drive where they can be shared through an internal website.  

 
Metrics 

We currently monitor the Maker Space usage through        
Google Calendar booking sessions. The Year to Date (End         
of May 2019) includes 95 bookings for 79 hours (7.5% work           
hours) in Waterloo, 378 bookings for 308 hours (29.4%         
work hours) in Montreal, and 410 bookings for 415 hours          
(39.5% work hours) in Ottawa. Additional Maker Spaces are         
being constructed in Toronto, Ottawa should be online by         
the end of 2019.  

Trained laser cutter participants include 32 in       
Montreal, 104 in Ottawa, 50 in Waterloo. In 2019 we have           
conducted 18 workshops training 105 participants. 


